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1. Overview 
 

Order preparation extension for Magento 2 helps merchant to manage orders to ship and provide a 

professionnal pick / pack / ship process to ship orders from Magento 2. 

 

If you also use our Inventory Management extension, the order preparation will automatically use 

the reservation process to distribute orders in the right tab. 

 

2. Installation 
 

First Installation 
 

To install a boostmyshop magento2 extension on your platform, process the following steps : 

 

Download zip archive from your boostmyshop customer account 

Upload files on your server : once uploaded, module must be in directory app/code/BoostMyShop 

Connect on your server via ssh, and run the following commands : 

php bin/magento setup:upgrade 

php bin/magento setup:di:compile 

php bin/magento setup:static-content:deploy 

Upgrade 

The upgrade process is exactly the same as the installation process 

 

Disable extension 
 

To disable an extension, select menu system > web setup wizard, then click on the component 

manager button Find the extension you want to disable and select “disable” in the “Actions” column 

 

3. Concepts 
 

This page explains the main concepts of the Order preparation extension. 



 

Order preparation tabs 
 

The order preparation extension main screen displays 3 tabs in which it distributes orders : 

 

In stock orders : contains orders for which every products are in stock 

Out of stock orders : contains orders with at least one back order 

Holded orders : contains orders that you dont want to process for the moment. This tab usually 

contains not paid orders, or fraud suspected 

You can control the distribution in tabs based on the orders statuses (please check the configuration 

section for more details) 

 

This screen provides a very clear state about the orders you have to ship and their progress. 

 

The pick / pack / ship screen supports multiple packers and multiple warehouses (if you use our 

inventory management extension). 

 

Preparation main workflow 
 

The workflow is customizable via the options available in the configuration, however, here is the 

typical workflow provided by the extension : 

 

Select product batch : select a batch of orders to process. You can pick orders in any tab (in stock / 

out of stock / holded. The selected orders are then added into the “In progress” tab, with a 

preparation status to “new” 

Print the picking list : you can print both a global picking list (summarizing every products to pick for 

every orders, sorted by shelf location) but also a per-order picking. This second document display all 

order information on one single page. Picked orderds go to preparation status “picked” 

Pack the order : scanning the order barcode available on the picking list, the order details are 

displayed on the screen. You can then scan all products to pack for verification. Once all products are 

scanned, you can confirm the packing. Preparation status then goes to “Pack” 

Print the shipping label : using the carrier template feature, you can print the shipping label from any 

carrier software. Then, scan the tracking number to save it into the order. Preparation status is now 

“Shipped” and the customer is notified by email 

Once all orders in the batch are shipped, you can process a new batch. 

 



Shipping label templates 
 

The large majority of carriers provide software (or website based software) to import order details 

and create shipping and print the shipping label. However, none of them use the same file format : it 

can be csv, xml, txt files and the content may vary. 

 

To ensure the compatibility with every carriers softwares, order preparation for magento2 includes a 

carrier templates system that allows to build the export file depending of the shipping method. 

 

You can then configure a custom order information file structure for each carrier. 

 

Configuration sections 
 

Order preparation configuration is available from menu Stores > Settings > Configuration > 

Boostmyshop > Order preparation 

 

General 
 

Option 
 

Description 
 

Many 
orders 
mode 
 

This option will speed up the order preparation screen loading, by 
only loading content of tabs "In stock" and "In progress" when the 
screen is displayed. 
Other tabs ("Partial", "Backorder" & "On Hold") will only be loaded 
when you click on them. 

 

Attributes 
  

Configure here attributes to use through the order preparation screen. 

 

 



Option 
 

Description 
 

Barcode 
attribute 
 

Used in packing screen during products scan to retrieve them. Also 

displayed in Picking PDF (small font layout only) and Packing 

screen. 
 

Shelf 
location 
attribute 
 

Location of the product in the warehouse. Displayed in Picking PDF 

(small font layout only), and in Packing screen. 
 

Manufactur
er attribute 
 

Not used anymore. 
 

Volume 
attribute 
 

Used to calculate orders total volume, displayed in the “In progress” 

tab of the preparation screen and in the Picking list (in order 

information section). 
 

Package 
number 
attribute 
 

Available as a shipping template code for each order. 
 

Mpn 
attribute 
 

Only used for display purpose, in all product pages ERP view. 

 

Order preparation steps 
 

You can select from this section all available steps of order preparation screen. 

To get more details about each step, please check both Concepts & Preparation steps sections. 

In progress orders 
 

Option 

 

Description 

 

Create invoice Create invoices for orders when they are added to the "In progress" tab 

 

Batch 
 



The batch system will replace the "In progress" tab by "batch" tabs allowing to easily prepare batch 

of orders, that will be grouped based on their shipping method and products they contain. 

The tabs added will be : 

New batches : Batches newly created, for which shipping labels will be pregenerated (if the 

pregeneration option below is enabled). 

Active batches : Batches for which picking lists have been printed, currently prepared. 

All batches : Batches history. 

 

Options 
 

Description 
 

Enable 
 

Enable the batch system 
 

Min number of order(s) in 
unique batches 
 

Minimum number of orders needed to create a 

batch of type "unique" 
 

Max number of order(s) in 
unique batches 
 

Maximum number of orders allowed for batches 

of type "unique" 
 

Min number of order(s) in 
single batches 
 

Minimum number of orders needed to create a 

batch of type "single" 
 

Max number of order(s) in 
single batches 
 

Maximum number of orders allowed for batches 

of type "single" 
 

Max number of order(s) in 
multiple batches 
 

Maximum number of orders needed to create a 

batch of type "multiple" 
 

Print format 
Format of Picking list PDFs generated bor 

batches 

Disable label pregeneration 
 

Disable shipping labels pregeneration during the 

order preparation process 

 

 

Packing 
 



Options 

 

Description 

 

Change order status 

after packing 

 

Allow to modify the order status when you confirm the 

packing 

 

Order status to define if 

state is processing 

 

Requires previous setting enabled ‘Change order status after 

packing’ : Order status to define if the order state is 

processing 

 

Order status to define if 

state is complete 

 

Requires previous setting enabled ‘Change order status after 

packing’ : Order status to define if the order state is complete 

 

Allow partial packing 

 

If enabled, you can partially pack an order from the packing 

screen : then only scanned products will be added to the new 

shipment 

 

Create order shipment 

 

If enabled, a shipment is created when you confirm the 

packing 

 

Create order invoice 

 

If enabled, an invoice is created when you confirm the 

packing 

 

Invoice only shipped 

items 

 

Requires previous setting enabled : only packed products will 

be invoiced 

 

Automatic invoice 

download 
 

Once you confirm the packing, the invoice PDF document is 

automatically downloaded 

 

Automatic packing slip 

download 

 

Once you confirm the packing, the shipment PDF document 

(packing slip) is automatically downloaded 

 



Options 

 

Description 

 

Automatic shipping 

label / carrier template 

download 
 

Once you confirm the packing, the carrier template file is 

automatically downloaded 

 
 

Download documents 
 

Options 

 

Description 

 

Include invoices 

 

If you need to include invoices in documents to download 

 

Include packing slips 

 
If you need to include packing slips in documents to download 

 
 

Order statuses mapping 
 

The order statuses mapping section will help you to manage the distribution of all Magento "opened" 

orders into the different Order preparation screen tabs. 

 

There will be no automatic distribution of orders between the different tabs based on ordered 

products stock levels unless the Inventory Management module or the full ERP extension has also 

been installed. 

The Order preparation module alone can only distribute orders between thge different tabs based on 

order statuses. 

Only these modules can manage the distribution of orders between the Order preparation screen 

tabs based on the stock reservation system, that will be able to differenciate in stock, partial and out 

of stock orders. 

 



Each tab of the Order preparation screen (except the “In progress” one which contains orders you 

have added manually) have a list from where you can select which order statuses will be associated 

to it : 

 

 

 

If you select the same statuses for differents tab, orders having these statuses will be displayed in 

each tabs. 

More information on the different order preparation tabs understanding in the Concepts & Workflow 

sections. 

 

Order preparation workflow 

 
The order preparation screen is designed to easily manage orders 
shipments. 
 

It looks like : 
 

 

 

Concepts 
 

Batches & Steps 
 

Preparation steps are available as “red buttons” at the top of the “Order preparation” 
screen. 



Note 
More information in the “Preparation steps” section. 
Whatever steps configuration you choose, we advise to process orders by batch (let’s 
say 20 orders per batch). For each batch of orders processed, ALL the preparation 
steps have to be executed. 
The batch of orders currently processed is displayed in the “In progress tab”. 
Once all preparation steps have been processed, the last one (“Flush shipped orders”) will 
remove all orders from the “In progress” tab, allowing you to process a new batch of 
orders. 
Through all preparation steps, you can track the preparation progress for each order 
having a look at the “Preparation status”. 
The “Preparation status” can take the following values : 

 New : The order has just been added to the batch. 

 Packed : The order has been packed. 

 Shipped : The order bas been shipped (meaning that the tracking number has been 

added at shipment level). 

Operator & warehouses 

At the top of the screen, you got the possibility to change the current operator and the 

current warehouse. 

Here are some details on these 2 notions : 

 

 Operator : Each operator (Magento user) can prepare its own batch of orders. 
If you select orders using one operator (add them to the “In progress” tab), those orders 
will not be visible for the others operators. 
By this way, several operators can work at the same time on different batches without 
managing the same orders. 

 Warehouse : This is the warehouse from which you prepare orders. 
If you only use the Order preparation extension, only the “default” warehouse wil 
be available. 
However, if you also use our Inventory management OR Embedded ERP 
extension, several warehouses will be available here. 
The visible orders for each warehouse will depend of Warehouses routing 
configuration. 
You will only see orders having at least one product affected to the selected 
warehouse. 

 

Preparation steps 
 

Once on the Prepare orders screen, a few buttons managing the order preparation process 

will be displayed : 

 

Note 
You can choose which buttons will be displayed from the configuration. 

http://documentation.boostmyshop.com/order_preparation_magento2/5_order_preparation.html#preparation-steps
http://documentation.boostmyshop.com/inventory_management_magento2/5_warehouse_management.html#warehouses-routing
http://documentation.boostmyshop.com/inventory_management_magento2/5_warehouse_management.html#warehouses-routing
http://documentation.boostmyshop.com/order_preparation_magento2/4_configuration.html#order-preparation-steps


Orders selection 

This first step (mandatory) is designed to select orders to add in the batch of orders to 
manage. 
Note 
Only “opened orders” will be displayed in the Order preparation screen. 
Opened orders are orders which are not fully shipped, and neither cancelled. 
To help you to find orders to process, opened orders are divided into 4 differents tabs. 
Preparation tabs understanding 

The Order preparation screen is made of 4 different tabs, sorting orders according to 
ordered products stock status : 

 In stock : Contains orders having all products to ship in stock. 

 Backorder : Contains orders having some of the products to ship not in stock. 

 On Hold : Contains orders not to ship at the moment (depending of the Orders 

statuses mapping configuration). 

 In progress : Contains orders being currently prepared (orders selected in the 

current batch of orders to process). 

  

 

 
Note 
Orders will be displayed in the different tabs depending of the configuration set for 
the Orders statuses mapping. 
Note 
If you also use our “Inventory Management” extension, the orders distribution between tabs 
“In stock” and “Backorders” will also depend of the products “reservation” status. In 
fact, an order having every products reserved will be displayed into the “In stock” 
tab, however if an order contains one or more product NOT reserved, it will be displayed 
in the “Backorder” tab. 

http://documentation.boostmyshop.com/order_preparation_magento2/4_configuration.html#order-statuses-mapping
http://documentation.boostmyshop.com/order_preparation_magento2/4_configuration.html#order-statuses-mapping
http://documentation.boostmyshop.com/order_preparation_magento2/4_configuration.html#order-statuses-mapping


Colors meaning 

All orders are displayed with their products details in the different tabs. Color codes are 
used to distinguish product statuses : 

 Strikethrough : The product has already been shipped. 

 Green : The product is currently in stock (or has been reserved for this order if you’ve 

our Inventory management extension). 

 Red : The product is out of stock. 

 Orange : The product is partially in stock (or has been partially reserved if you’ve 

our Inventory management extension). For instance, you must ship 3 qty of a product, 

but only 2 are currently in stock / have been reserved. 

 Grey and italic : The product must be dispatched from another 

warehouse (see Orders statuses mapping configuration). 

From these tabs, you can select orders to add to the current batch of managed orders, as 
seen previously. 
To Achieve that goal, you’ve got 2 options : 

 Tick the orders checkboxes from the grids, and then select the mass action 

“Prepare” located at the top-left corner of each tab’s grid. 

 Use the “Prepare” link from the “action” column displayed on each tab’s grid. 

In both case, selected order(s) will be removed from the current tab and added to the 
“In progress” tab. 
Note 
If an ordered product is out of stock, it will not be managed through the order 
preparation steps, and so a partial shipment will be created for the order containing it. 
Picking 

The Picking step will launch a PDF file download, composed of all selected orders 
details. 
This PDF will be composed of a Global picking list page as summary (if enabled in the 
module configuration), and of one page per order selected in the batch. 
Global picking list page 

You can add a global picking list of all orders in the batch at the beginning of 
the Picking PDF, by enabling the Include global picklist option. 
This page will display all products you need to prepare orders currently selected in 
the batch. 
For example this can be helpful to pick all the products and pack them afterward. 
The global picking list looks like this : 

http://documentation.boostmyshop.com/order_preparation_magento2/4_configuration.html#order-statuses-mapping
http://documentation.boostmyshop.com/order_preparation_magento2/4_configuration.html#picking


 

 

 

Orders pages 

The Picking PDF is then composed of one page for each order in the batch, with their 
details displayed, if the option Include single order picklist has been set to “Yes”. 

 Barcode : A barcode containing the order ID is generated for each order, it can then 

be used at the Packing step to select orders to pack. 

 Order details : Operator name’s, shipping method used and order date. 

 Customer address(es) : Shipping and Billing address(es). 

 Products list : Depending of the option PDF Layout, more or less products information 

will be displayed : 

Example of a product in an order page with the PDF Layout option set to “Large font 
with images” : 
 

 

Example of a product in an order page with the PDF Layout option set 
to “Small font” : 
 

 

 

Note 
If you wish to modify the picking list data or structure, here is the path of the PHP file to 
modify : 

app\code\BoostMyShop\OrderPreparation\Model\Pdf\PickingList.php  

http://documentation.boostmyshop.com/order_preparation_magento2/4_configuration.html#picking
http://documentation.boostmyshop.com/order_preparation_magento2/4_configuration.html#picking


Packing 

The packing applies on orders in the batch. 
To pack an order, you can : 

 Scan the barcode on the picking list 

 Select the order with the drop down menu on the top left corner. 

In both cases, the order details are displayed, with the products to pack. 
For each products, you can scan the product barcode OR use the - / + button to update the 
quantity packed. Every time the quantity packed for one product changes, the status on the 
right changes. 
 

 

Once every product are packed, you can confirm the packing using the commit packing 
button : the extension will create shipment and invoice (depending of the settings in stores 
> configuration > boostmyshop > order preparation) and display a confirmation screen. 
From the confirmation screen, you can : 

 Download the packing slip PDF 

 Download the invoice PDF 

 Download the shipping label template file 

 Enter the tracking number and save it into the shipment : when the tracking number is 

saved, the customer is notified by email (using the regular magento shipment 

notification email) 

Mass create shipments & invoices 

This step will automatically create shipment and invoice for each order in the batch of 
selected orders (if not already created). 
Download PDFs 

This button will launch the invoice and packing slip download for all orders in the 
batch of selected orders. 
Note 
Packing slip will only be downloaded if orders have already been shipped, and by the 
same way invoices will only be downloaded if orders have been invoiced. 



Shipping 
 

Export to shipping software 

Note 
Shipping label templates can be configured following this article : Shipping label templates. 
Once shipping information are filled for selected order, system is able to create a file (using 
the shipping label template) to export order information in shipping software and print 
shipping labels. 
To download the shipping file, click on the link “Export for XXX” into 

the Export order details  section. 

Then, you will get a csv / text or xml file that you can import into your shipping software to 
print the shipping label. 
To get more information on how to import an order information file in the shipping software, 
please read the user manual of the software. 
 
Import tracking numbers 

Warning 
This feature requires beforehand to have setup a tracking numbers export file from 
the Shipping labels section. 
On the right of the screen, you will find a Import tracking file section, from where you will 
be able to import any CSV file containing tracking numbers and shipments information. 
Once imported, all tracking numbers in the file will be automatically set to their respective 
shipments. 
To import a CSV tracking file, select the shipping label template you want to use from the 

drop-down list, then upload your file clicking on Chose file  button, and finally click on 

the Import  button. 

Once the file is processed, you should see the tracking numbers imported filled into 
the Tracking # column of the Orders to ship grid. 
You also have the possibility to manually fill tracking numbers from the Tracking # column 
of the grid. Once tracking numbers have been filled, click on 

the Save tracking numbers  button to save them. 

Flush shipped orders 

This button remove all shipped orders from the “In progress” tab, so you can start to 
manage a new batch of orders. 
 

6. Shipping label Templates 
 

Shipping labels can be managed from 

menu Embedded ERP > Order preparation > Shipping label templates . 

From there you can configure the way our extension will export orders information into 
a CSV, text of PDF file. 
Once packing step has been confirmed, order information file will be downloaded. 
You can then import this kind of file into your carrier software system to print shipping 
labels. 

http://documentation.boostmyshop.com/order_preparation_magento2/6_carrier_templates.html#shipping-label-templates
http://documentation.boostmyshop.com/order_preparation_magento2/6_carrier_templates.html#tracking-numbers-csv-file


Available tabs 

General 

Field Description 

Name Set there the shipping template name 

Status Set the status to Active  to enable this shipping template 

Type 
Select “Order details file export” for txt, csv & xml shipping 

templates. Set “simple address label” for PDF ones. 

Associate 

shipping 

methods 

When shipping labels will be generated for an order, it will retrieve 

the matching templates based on the shipping method(s) selected 

there. 

Export 

There you can configure the shipping label files structure and content (only used for “Order 
details” labels). 

Field Description 

File name 

Name of shipping labels generated, must include file extension in 

the file name. Ex : for a CSV file, name will be 

“your_template_name.csv”. 

Mime type 
Select shipping label type. Must match with the file extension provided 

in the “file name” option. 

File 

header 

line 

Set scheme of file header (if exists). Most of the time this is the 

column’s names, separated by a coma or a semi-colon. 

Header 

line for 

orders 

Set scheme of header line for each order in the template. You can use 

available codes there, putting them between curly brackets. Ex : for 

code “order.increment_id”, you have to write “{order.increment_id}”. 

Line for 

each 

products 

in orders 

Set scheme of product lines in the template. This line is repeated for 

each product of an order. 

Footer line 

for orders 

Set scheme of footer line in the template. This line is added at the end 

of each order. 



Field Description 

File footer 

line 

Set scheme of file footer (if exists). Most of the time it’s only used to 

close XML tags opened in the file header field, in the case of XML 

files. 

Note 
You don’t need to add a carriage return at the end of each field, as one will 
automatically be added at the end of File header line, Header line for orders, Line for 
each products in orders & File footer line fields in the files generated. 
Import 

There you can configure the structure of the CSV files that will be imported from the 
tracking numbers import available from the Order preparation screen, at the Shipping step. 

Field Description 

Skip first line 
If checked, first record will be skipped (useful if first 

line contains header) 

Field separator 
Character used to mark separation of field in a 

record. 

Shipment reference column 

index (from 1) 
Position of the shipment reference 

Order reference column index 

(from 1) 
Position of the order reference 

Tracking number column 

index (from 1) 
Position of the tracking number 

Create shipment if not exist Create a shipment if it doesn’t exist 

Note 

Create shipment if not exist  option will create shipment if the option is enabled but also 

create invoice according to your settings 

in ERP > Order preparation > Configuration > Packing > Create order invoice  

Available codes 

You can use these codes to include order or product details in file exported (only used for 
“Order details” labels). 
Any code must be added between curly brackets to be replaced by its value during the 
export. 
For example to include the order number, you should use : 
{order.increment_id} 
How to configure 

Depending of the type of shipping label created (see shipping label configuration), the 
configuration needed differs. 
This section provides details about configuration needed for each kind of shipping label. 

http://documentation.boostmyshop.com/order_preparation_magento2/5_order_preparation.html#shipping
http://documentation.boostmyshop.com/order_preparation_magento2/6_carrier_templates.html#general


CSV & XML Order details file 

“Order details” labels will export into a CSV file information about order and ordered 
products. 
Important settings are the following ones : 

 General tab : 

o Type : “Order details” 

 Export tab : 

o File name : “XXXXX.csv” or “XXXXX.xml” 

o Mime type : “text, csv” or “xml” 

o Line break : “CR” 

Then, you will have to configure export templates, to get correct information exported. 
Here are some example for both “text, csv” and “xml” configurations. 
CSV file : one line by order 

 File header line 

order;customer_firstname;customer_lastname;weight;address;city;postcode;country 

 Header line for orders 

{order.increment_id};{shippingaddress.firstname};{shippingaddress.lastname};{shipment.tot
al_weight};{shippingaddress.street};{shippingaddress.city};{shippingaddress.postcode};{shi
ppingaddress.country_id} 

 Output file 

order;customer_firstname;customer_lastname;weight;address;city;postcode;country 
000000008;Olivier;Zimmermann;3.00;12 rue des champs elysees;paris;75001;FR 
CSV file : one line by ordered product 

 Header line for orders 

o;{order.increment_id};{shippingaddress.firstname};{shippingaddress.lastname};{shipment.t
otal_weight};{shippingaddress.street};{shippingaddress.city};{shippingaddress.postcode};{s
hippingaddress.country_id} 

 Line for each products in orders 

p;{orderitem.qty_shipped};{orderitem.sku};{orderitem.name};{product.barcode} 

 Output file 

o;000000008;Olivier;Zimmermann;3.00;12 rue des champs elysees;paris;75001;FR 
p;2;NOK1260;Nokia 2460 3G;3067263547372 
p;1;headset12;Nokia headset 10122;3097263999972 



XML file 

 File header line 

<orders> 

 Header line for orders 

<order id="{order.increment_id}"> 
  <shipto> 
    <firstname>{shippingaddress.firstname}</firstname> 
    <lastname>{shippingaddress.lastname}</lastname> 
    <street>{shippingaddress.street}</street> 
    <postcode>{shippingaddress.postcode}</postcode> 
    <city>{shippingaddress.city}</city> 
    <country>{shippingaddress.country_id}</country> 
  </shipto> 
  <products> 

 Line for each products in orders 

<product sku="{orderitem.sku}" qty="orderitem.qty_shipped"> 

 Footer line for orders 

  </products> 
</order> 

 File footer line 

</orders> 

 Final file exported 

<orders> 
  <order id="000000008"> 
    <shipto> 
      <firstname>olivier</firstname> 
      <lastname>zimmermann</lastname> 
      <street>12 rue des champs elysees</street> 
      <postcode>75001</postcode> 
      <city>Paris</city> 
      <country>FR</country> 
    </shipto> 
    <products> 
      <product sku="NOK1260" qty="2"> 
      <product sku="headset12" qty="1"> 
    </products> 
  </order> 
</orders> 



Address label PDF 

“Address label” labels will generate PDF files containing order address. 
Here are settings to apply for these shipping label templates : 

 General tab : 

o Type : “Address label” 

 Export tab : 

o File name : “XXXXX.pdf” 

o Mime type : “pdf” 

Note 
You can also configure details about PDF generated from the configuration. 
Tracking numbers CSV file 

From the Order preparation screen, at the Shipping step, you get the possibility to import a 
CSV file that contains [order/shipment] references and their associated tracking numbers. 
Here are settings to apply to be able to import these kind of files : 

 General tab : 

o Type : “Order details” 

 Export tab : 

o File name : “XXXXX.csv” 

o Mime type : “text, csv” 

 Import tab : 

o Skip first line : “Yes” if your file contains a header, else “No”. 

o Field separator : The columns separator in your file. 

o Shipment reference column index : The index of the shipment # in your 

file. (MANDATORY or “Order reference column” instead) 

o Order reference column index : The index of the order # in your file. (MANDATORY 

or “Shipment reference column” instead) 

o Tracking number column index : The index of the tracking # in your 

file. (MANDATORY) 

o Create shipment if not exist : If enabled, ERP will create shipments for all orders 

associated to tracking numbers imported if they were not already created. 

Warning 
All columns indexes start from 1, so for example if the shipment reference is available in 
the first column of your file, the “Shipment reference column index” setting must be set to 
“1”. 
Others shipping label extensions 

The shipping label system can work with some Magento extensions providing shipping 
label download features : 

 Socolissimo by Magentix Website 

 Chronopost official extension : Download 

http://documentation.boostmyshop.com/order_preparation_magento2/4_configuration.html#address-label
http://documentation.boostmyshop.com/order_preparation_magento2/5_order_preparation.html#shipping
https://colissimo.magentix.fr/
http://www.chronopost.fr/sites/default/files/atoms/files/chronopost_chronorelais_1.0.5.zip


To make it work with these extensions, follow these few steps : 

 Create a new template 

 Give it a name and set it “Enabled” 

 In the “Mime type” dropdown, select “PDF” 

 In the “Type” dropdown, select the correct value 

 In the “Associated shipping method” list, check all magento shipping methods that 

should be handled with the extension 

 Go into the “Export” tab, then enter a name with the “PDF” extension at the end, like : 

“shipping_label.pdf” 

 Save the shipping template 

Once done, in the order preparation module when you will end the Packing step, the button 
“Download shipping label” will generate the shipping label PDF automatically. 
 

 

7. Manifest 
 

This article explains how to generate shipping manifest PDF. 
They will be mainly used to list parcels to give to the carrier pickup truck. 
Creation 

To create a new manifest, go into menu Order preparation > Manifest  and click on 

the Create new manifest  button. 

Then, select the shipping method the manifest must be associated to in the “Carrier” drop-

down, a warehouse and a date limit, and finally click on the Search shipment  button. 

Note 
The “Carrier” drop-down will only display shipping methods already associated to shipping 
label template(s) created. 
More information in the Shipping labels documentation. 
All shipments matching to the conditions you have selected wil be displayed. 
Untick all shipments you dont want to include in the manifest created and then click on 

the Create  button. 

A new manifest will be created, containing all selected shipments. 
Print 

To print a manifest, go into menu Order preparation > Manifest  and find the manifest to 

print. 
Then, simply click on Print button. 
Note 
You can add a custom text to the manifest PDF file, in the header. 

To do it, go into menu Order preparation > Shipping label templates  and select the 

shipping label template matching the manifest for which you want to modify the header. 
Finally, enter any custom text in the free text area, it will be added to the header of the 
manifest associated to this template. 
 

http://documentation.boostmyshop.com/order_preparation_magento2/6_carrier_templates.html


8. Picking / Packing per batch 
 

This article explains how to prepare orders creating batches of orders. 

 

Packing per batch workflow is the following :  

 Warehouse manager creates batch containing several orders, batches are not assigned to 
any user 

 Warehouse manager prints the batch : printed pages includes batch number, global picking 
list and one packing document per order 

 Picker performs the picking for a batch 
 Packer selects a batch on the screen, and perform packing + shipping for all orders (note: 

several packers can work on the same batch) 

 

Configuration  
 

To enable batch mode, you must edit settings in "Store > Configuration > Order preparation > 

Batch" :  

 Enable : Yes 
 Disable labels pregeneration : Yes 
 Print format : A4 

 

How to use 
 

Once batch mode is enabled, the main order preparation screen is slightly different :  

 

 

 In stock / Partial / Backoder / On hold : no changes 
 New batches : this tab contains batches just created but not printed yet 
 Active batches : this tab contains batches printed but having not packed orders 
 All batches : this tab contains all batches, active or complete 



 

To create a new batch, go in tab "In stock" and use mass action to generate a new batch :  

 

 

 

The new batch created is then available in the "New batches" tab :  

 

 

 

You can then print the batch using the "print" link on the right.  The pdf generated contains 4 

sections :  

 First page with batch details 
 Global picking list 
 One page for each order 
 End page 



 

 

 

You can then take the global picking list pages and perform the picking. 

 

Once the picking is done, go back in order preparation and click on button "Packing", then scan the 

batch barcode (on the first page) to select the batch. 

 

Then, scan the order barcode and pack the order, repeat this for every batch orders 

 

Once all orders are packed, the batch status will automatically change to "Complete". 

 


